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learning-based. As for the physical-based model, the unknown parameters in formulations are used to model the
structure of drivers’ driving characteristics in path-tracking,
car following, lane change, overtaking. Most physical-based
parameters have their own meanings, which can be translated
with ease. For example, economy-oriented headway control
algorithm [10] and optimal velocity model (OVM) [11] are
frequently used in automated vehicle (AV) evaluation and
vehicle control [12]. Although the physical-based model
can express the physical meanings in some scenarios, the
uncertainties and nonlinearities of the driver-vehicle-road
system are hard to be fully involved in the driver model.
Fortunately, learning-based driver models have been developed to overcome the problems of physical-based method
[13]. Some familiar approaches are proposed to improve
the learning-based models such as Stochastic Switched AutoRegressive eXogenous model (SS-ARX) [14, 15], Hidden
Markov Model [3], Neural network [16, 17] and Gaussian Process [18]. But the learning-based approaches are
insufficient to describe the physical meanings of parameters
with a highly nonlinear function after modeling the drivers’
behavior [18]. Besides, some researchers have developed the
models combining the physical-based model and learningbased model. [1] proposed a two layers driver model, in
which the physical-based method is used to describe vehicle’s kinematics (sinusoidal lane change model) and learningbased method is developed to describe the distribution of
physical parameters by Gaussian Mixture Model.
The above mentioned studies demonstrate the contribution
of GMM methods due to its ability to describe the uncertainty of the driver-vehicle-road system [1] and integrate
with traditional control methods [18]. However, numerous
research have focused on the driver data obtained from simulation methods to establish the driver model [4, 6, 7] but very
few research pays close attention on both naturalistic driving
data and the impacts of different GMM-based approaches.
Moreover, most of these application are not concerned with
systematic evaluation and the comparison of different GMMbased approaches.
In this paper, two learning-based approaches are proposed
for pure pursuit path-tracking scenario [19], in which the influence of different numbers of GMM component on model’s
performance is analyzed. In addition, we have established
a learning-based personalized driver model for pure pursuit
path-tracking scenario based on naturalistic driving data. This
paper provides the systematic evaluation and the comparison
of two learning-based approaches for modeling the pure
pursuit path-tracking behavior, and sheds light on the impacts

Abstract— Establishing a personalized driver model to predict the driving behavior plays a significant role in the promotion of driver assistance system and automated driving system.
In this paper, we propose two different learning-based pathtracking personalized driver models to predict the lookahead
distance based on pure pursuit algorithm using the naturalistic
driving data collected from BIT intelligent vehicle platform.
Based on Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM), one stochastic
driver model is the velocity-based Gaussian Mixture Regression
(GMR) approach established by combining Gaussian classification process and Gaussian mixture regression, while another
driver model is the general GMR approach. The predicting
results obtained from the stochastic models are analyzed based
on the numbers of GMM components. Statistical analyses show
that both personalized driver models perform well, and the
velocity-based GMR approach demonstrate higher accuracy
than general GMR approach in predicting lookahead distance
with the preferred number of the GMM components 10-12 and
better performance in tracking the given path.

I. INTRODUCTION
Comprehending human driver behavior and development
of coupled driver-vehicle system by establishing the personalized driver model is critical for the advanced driver assistance systems(ADAS) [1, 2], decision making [3, 4], automated driving system [5] and human-centered vehicle control
systems [6-8]. For instance, [2] proposed that personalized
driver model combining the characteristics of an individual
driver/vehicle can perform better in driver assistance system
for lane change scenario. Driver assistance system developed
by learning from drivers’ preferences and characteristics
improves the fuel economy and reduces waiting time [3]. [9]
developed the personalized driver model based on identify
maneuvers performed by drivers to provide personalized
driving assistance, which develops the widespread of LKA
system and ACC system. All examples above indicates that
establishing personalized driver model could make intelligent
vehicles more efficient and less intrusive.
On the whole, the methods used to modeling the human
driver are divided into two categories: physical-based and
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where h is lookahead distance and L is wheel base. The goal
path point is determined by the look ahead distance. The
desired lookahead distance is determined by the reference
path point. The following variables are defined to represent
the path point.
T
2×1
• ξp = [θt , vt ] ∈ R
is the state parameter of the path
point at time t, in which vt is the velocity of the path
point, θt is the course angle of the path point at time t.
T
2×1
• Ot = [∆θt , vt ] ∈ R
is another parametric definition of the path point at time t. The difference is that
is the course deviation between the time t and t − 1.
In the offline model training process, the lookahead distance need to be obtained as the input sequences of training
data. But the optimal lookahead distance for each time t
can not be obtained directly from original driving data. We
use following method to get driver’s lookahead distance
h(t)optimal based on distance dt+1:t+N between forward
path point and current path point.

of GMM components in the establishment of a pensonalized
pure pursuit path tracking driver model.
This paper is organized as follows. Section II shows
the formulation of pure pursuit path tracking driver model.
Section III presents the essential methods to develop the
personalized driver model. Section IV shows the data collection system and model training approach of two different
learning-based driver models. Evaluation of two models and
analysis of the model prediction results are given in Section
V. Finally, in section VI we summarize our current work and
propose the future work accordingly.
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION
A. Personalized Driver Model
In this paper, we propose to investigate the personalized
driver model for pure pursuit behaviors. A personalized
pure pursuit driver model can be referred to a model that
can promote or predict a personalized lookahead distance
according to the desired path and velocity with the same
environment situation.

h(t)optimal = P (dt+1:t+N , δt )

(2)

P (dt+1:t+N , δt ) : min {δ − δ0 (dt+n )} → dt+n , n = 1, 2, ..., N
(3)

with δ0 (dt+n ) is the steering angle calculated by pure pursuit
algorithm based on dt+n . The driver data obtained from the
vehicle is defined as accurate training data, and each time t
corresponds a desired lookahead distance or goal path point
by equation (2-3) which is calculated based on the whole
forward path information after the current path point.
After the driver model is trained, at time t, the model can
generate a predicted lookahead distance. The general process
of the proposed pure pursuit driver model is presented as

Fig. 1. Pure pursuit path tracking scenario

λ(O 1:t , h1:t ) : Ot0 :t0 +∆t 7→ ht0 :t0 +∆t

(4)

Based on the λ model ,the equation (3) is to generate the
predicted lookahead distance sequences ht0 :t0 +∆t for pure
pursuit algorithm according to the history vehicle data, where
n ∈ N∗ , ∆t = 0.1s.
III. METHODS
In this section, two statistical learning approaches are presented to model a personalized driver pure pursuit behavior
(i.e., the Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) and Gaussian
Mixture Regression (GMR)). The GMM and GMR are
separately discussed in the following sections.
Fig. 2. Pure pursuit algorithm

A. Gaussian Mixture Model
In order to describe the probability density function of
course deviation, velocity and decision of look ahead distance, the Gaussian Mixture Models are used. multivariate
Gaussian Mixture Models is represented as

B. Pure pursuit path tracking Scenario
The Path Tracking Scenario based on pure pursuit algorithm can be demonstrated by Fig.1. The pure pursuit
algorithm is geometrically calculates the steering angle based
on the α between the heading angle of vehicle and look
ahead vector. In the Ackerman two degree of vehicle model,
the steering angle δ are given below:
2sin(α)L
δ = tan−1 (
)
h

P (x; θ) =

k
X

πi

1
d/2

1/2

(2π) |Σi |


1
× exp − (x − µi )T Σi −1 (x − µi )
2
i=1

(1)
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(5)

where A = x − µi , θ = {θ}ni=1 , θi = {πi , µi , Σi } and
x is a set of d-dimension sequence, x = {x}ni=1 with
xi ∈ Rd×1 , which can be calculated in a combination of
N Gaussian models. µi ∈ Rd×1 and Σi ∈ Rd×d are mean
and covariance vector of ith single Gaussian Model, πi is
the prior probability with Σni=1 πi = 1 .
For the pure pursuit model, the joint distribution between
Ot and ht can be rewritten as
N

P (Ot , ht , θ) ∼ Σ πi Ni (Ot , ht , µi , Σi )

IV. DATA COLLECTION AND MODEL TRAINING
A. Data Collection and Sensor Setting
In order to collect the drivers’ pure pursuit data, several
drivers with different driving personalities and experience
participated to manipulate the sensor setting vehicle on the
roads of Beijing, China. The driving conditions include
intersection, ring roads and highway, etc. The situation is
constituted by lane keeping, lane changing, overtaking and
other representative situations.

(6)

i=1

In order to estimate the parameters θ of the GMM, the
expectation maximization (EM) algorithm are used. The
maximum iteration steps are set in advance. to gain the
estimated optimal parameters until the likelihood function
value meet the maximum or convergent.
The optimal objection for the log-likelihood function is
shown as:
θ̂ = arg max L(θ) = arg max log(G(x; θ))
θ

θ

(7)

Fig. 3. BIT intelligent vehicle platform

Similar to the k-means clustering method, an unavoidable
problem with GMM is to determine the optimal number of
Gaussian Mixture Model. So Bayesian information criterion
(BIC) is used to determine the optimal number of the
Gaussian Mixture Model.
1
BIC(x|τ ) ≈ Σni=1 log G(xi ) − (2k + kd) log n
2

The BIT intelligent vehicle platform was applied to collect
the sensor-based vehicles data. The platform BYD Tang with
automatic ability is shown in Fig.3. Several sensors equipped
are as following:
• OxTs integrated navigation unit. The GPS information
including latitude and longitude, heading angle, yaw
velocity, horizontal velocity, and timestamp of all data
are collected by this sensor.
• BYD’s CAN bus network. The vehicles CAN bus network provides vehicles steering wheel angle, throttle
pedal position, brake pressure, speed, timestamp of all
data, etc.
• Two Mako cameras. The cameras provide the front
vision of the vehicle labeled with same timestamp.
The camera information is used to recognize different
driving situation.
The Velodyne LIDAR HDL-32E is equipped but not
actually used for the vehicle’s pure pursuit database. All
the driving data collected are synchronized with the same
timestamp. Data from OxTs and CAN bus is used and
analyzed in this paper. Finally, a total length of over 81 hrs
vehicle’s pure pursuit database has been established.

(8)

The cluster label of data xi being in Gaussian Model is
represented as
DataLabel = arg max {Pr(l|xi )}
1≤l≤k

(9)

B. Gaussian Mixture Regression
Gaussian Mixture Regression (GMR) is an approach to
obtain the estimated output and evaluate the uncertainty
based on the probability density function of the GMM
in the process of predicting the lookahead distance. The
formulation to get the estimated output by maximizing the
probability is shown as
ĥ(t + ∆t) = arg max M (Ot ; θ̂)
θ

(10)

where θ̂ is the output of Gaussian Mixture Model. This
estimated parameter is calculated on the basis of (7).
When GMR is used to predict the lookahead distance, the
probability σ̂(t + ∆t) of the output ĥ(t + ∆t) at time t in
ith Gaussian model is represented by following:
σ̂(t + ∆t) =

πi Ni (Ot , µi , Σi )
N

B. Data Training Process
1) Preprocessing: Moving average filter is used to smooth
the raw data collected from vehicle with a window size
W = 5. The general data (common situations) is selected
manually as training data, in which the extreme situations are
not included, because extreme situations are few and diverse
from each other resulting in lower modeling performance.
Each single driver data is divided into M groups, with M −1
groups randomly selected as the training data and the left one
group as the test data to evaluate the model, which is called
the cross-validation method. All the divided data groups meet

(11)

Σ πi Ni (Ot , µi , Σi )

i=1

With the σ̂(t + ∆t) and ĥ(t + ∆t) above, average error
and standard deviation are selected to statistically analyze
the performance of two learning-based models.
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the following regulation:
[
\
D k,m = D k and
D k,m = ∅, m = 1, 2...10 (12)
m=1

First layer: The input training data are clustered by the
Gaussian classification process based on the velocity.
The output after divided procedure are shown as following:

m=1
k,m

where D
is the mth group’s data for the k th single
driver data D k . D is the data of the training process,
D = [{O1 , h1 }{O2 , h2 }, . . . , {Ot , ht }],

P (v; θvelocity ) =

n2
X

pi gi (v; µi , Σi )

(18)

i=1

vdli = arg max {P r(l|vi )}
1≤l≤n2

(19)

ξi = [∆θi , vi , hi , sdli ] = [Oi , hi , sdli ] = [Di , vdli ]
(20)
[

\
Dvdl = Dand

vdl=1

Dvdl = ∅, vdl = 1, 2...n2 (21)
vdl=1

Second layer: Using the clustered data from Gaussian
classification process, each Gaussian regression model
is trained individually. And the number of the GMR
models equals to the number of GMM models based on
velocity. The estimated lookahead distance ĥ(t + ∆t)
and the probability σ̂(t + ∆t) of output are same as
the general GMR approach based on equation (16-17)
where θ = θvelocity .
3) Number of the GMM Components: Our goal is to
obtain the most suitable driving model, although the BIC
can investigate optimal GMM components, the GMM components and driving model’s performance index are different.
More components could result in over-fitting problem while
less components could decrease the accuracy of prediction
because some characteristics of the underlying sources of
data cannot be identify. Further the performance index is
introduced as follows.
• In general GMR approach, only one Gaussian Regression Model is established and the GMM components number N ∈ {3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 9, 10, 12, 15, 20} are
selected.
• In velocity-based GMR approach,The total GMM components number is {3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 9, 10, 12, 15, 20}, in the
meantime, the number of Gaussian Regression Models
n2 ∈ {3, 4, 5, 6} are chosen.

Fig. 4. The model training process of the two different GMR based
approaches

2) Driver Model structures: In order to discover the influence of different GMR methods on model results, as shown
in Fig.4, two different GMR methods are used to predict
the lookahead distance,i.e., the general GMR approach, the
velocity based GMR approach.
• The general GMR approach
The input training data of the general GMR approach
are the lookahead distance calculated above and the path
point data (course deviation and the velocity) directly
obtained from vehicle. Shown as Fig.4, only one GMR
model is used to estimate the lookahead distance. The
process of obtaining the predicting output data is shown
as follow:
n1
X
pi gi (D; µi , Σi )
(13)
P (D; θgeneral ) =
i=1

gdli = arg max {P r(l|Di )}
1≤l≤n1

[

\
Dgdl = Dand

gdl=1

C. Performance Index
The average standard deviation and average error for estimated lookahead distance are chosen to evaluate performance
of two learning-based models, which separately stand for
uncertainty of the predicting results and degree of accuracy.
Two indexes used to evaluate each approach can be described
as follows:

(14)

Dgdl = ∅, gdl = 1, 2...n1 (15)
gdl=1

ĥ(t + ∆t) = arg max M (Ot ; θ general )
θgeneral

σ̂(t + ∆t) =

πi Ni (Ot , µi , Σi )
N

(16)

−

e =

(17)

Σ πi Ni (Ot , µi , Σi )

1
tend

Z

tend

e(t)dt =
0

i=1
•

−

σ =

The velocity based GMR approach
The input training path point data consist of course
deviation and the velocity, and velocity is a major factor
of vehicle dynamic. So, shown as Fig.4, a two layer
velocity based GMR approach is proposed.

Z

1
tend

1
tend

Z

tend

ˆ

h (t) − h(t) dt

(22)

0

tend

σ(t)dt

(23)

0

A better performance of the learning-based model can be
regarded as a smaller value of the average errors and the
standard deviation.
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As for the training data, the model’s predicting results have
same tendency for two GMR approaches but both average
error and standard deviation are slightly lower than test data.

D. Model Test Process
The initial value of the learning-based model is randomly
generated by the k-means cluster, so the model will be trained
repeatedly N times to reduce random error, here we choose
N=20. The average errors and standard deviation of 20 runs
are selected as the performance index to evaluate the model’s
prediction performance.
The accuracy of lookahead distance is an significant
parameter in pure pursuit path-tracking behaviors. In order
to testify the performance of two proposed learning-based
driver models, the vehicle was tested in simulation by the
experimental track including various curved path segments.
The test scene and results with comparison are presented
in results analysis. To highlight model’s sensitivity with the
influence of velocity, we set the longitudinal velocity fluctuate within a certain range v ∈ (10, 40)[km/h]. Therefore,
in the test, at each state, with the input of Ot = [∆θt , vt ],
the model can output the optimized lookahead distance ĥt
for pure pursuit path tracking.

(a) Average error of testing data

(b) Standard deviation of testing data

(c) Average error of training data

(d) Standard deviation of training data

V. RESULTS ANALYSIS
In this section, we report the results of two GMR approaches for modeling pure pursuit path tracking and the
comparison the performance between general GMR approach
and velocity based GMR approach. The difference of the
results in the comparison is discussed. In order to present
the results analysis clearly,one of the nine drivers’ driving
data is selected to evaluate the driver model.

Fig. 5. The comparison between the two different GMR based
approaches with different GMM components

A. Influence of the GMM Components and Methods
In Fig.5 shows with different GMM components the average errors and standard deviation of training and test results
using different approaches. It is noted that for the same
GMM component, the training data’s estimation accuracy is
higher than the test data while the training data’s standard
deviation is lower than the test data. More GMM components
would decrease the training errors, but might result in overfitting problems and increase computational costs; Conversely,
fewer components could reduce computational efforts but
may induce larger errors.
1) Numbers of GMM components: Fig.5(a) shows the
average error and standard deviation for testing data and
training data using two GMR approaches with different
GMM components. As for test data, both approach’s average
errors and standard deviations decrease with the number of
the GMM components increasing from 5 to 15, and then the
value almost keep constant. The training data’s results have
same trend but keep constant when GMM component reach
12 for average error in fig.5(c).
2) The influence of different GMR approaches: From
the Fig.5, the predicting performance of velocity based
GMR approach is better than general GMR approach’s in
estimation accuracy, which is described by average error
and standard deviation. As for test data, with the GMM
components increasing from 3 to 15, the velocity based GMR
approach’s error predicting error decrease from 1 m to 0.66
m and the standard deviation decrease from 5.1 m to 3.7 m.

B. Comparison Between Two Methods by Test Track

Test experiments for two methods with same parameters
are conducted the following expected path points. For the
velocity based GMR approach, the average estimation error
can be lower than 0.5 m, but for the general GMR approach,
average estimation error is always larger than 0.7 m, even for
different numbers of the GMM components and dimensions
of training data.
Taking into account of the estimation accuracy of average
errors and standard deviations, 12 GMM components for two
GMR approaches are selected as the best approaches to make
a final comparison. The comparison of the two approaches
is shown in the Fig.7. We note that the velocity based
GMR approach has a higher ability to increase the model’s
accuracy and decrease the model’s standard deviation. But if
with a larger steering angle (more than 15), the uncertainty
increases evidently with the reason that the training dataset
collected has fewer data for relatively large steering angle
(15-80) compared to relatively small steering angle (less than
20).
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bounded driver model.
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Fig. 6. The comparison of pure pursuit between two different GMR
based approaches with N=12 GMM components

Fig. 7. The comparison of steering angle, lookahead distance and
standard deviation with N=12 GMM components

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS
In this paper, two learning-based personalized driver models for path-tracking scenario based on pure pursuit algorithm are proposed and compared, the velocity-based GMR
approach and the general GMR approach. Each model was
trained by the driving data separately to describe the nonlinear and uncertainty of the choose of lookahead distance
in the pure pursuit process. The lookahead distance, as the
fitting output of the models, was analyzed with different
GMM components. The predicting results were tested and
compared in a path-tracking scenario.
The results from the training model indicate that the
proposed method can generate an accurate lookahead distance in the path-tracking scenario based on pure pursuit
algorithm. Because the average error and deviation begin
to keep constant from GMM components 12, with the
preferred number of GMM components 12-15, the velocity
based GMR approach performs better than the general GMR
approach in prediction of lookahead distance with 31.1% less
average error. The average error and standard deviation of the
estimation are 0.66 m and 3.7 m.
In the future work, we will take the influence of the road
conditions into consideration and develop a learning-based
84
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